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Time : 3 Hours] Max. Marks : 40

Note : This paper is of Forty (40) marks divided into three
(03) sections A, B and C. Attempt the questions
contained in these sections according to the detailed
instructions given therein.

SECTION–A/

(Long Answer Type Questions)/

Note : Section 'A' contains four (04) long answer type
questions of Nine and half (9½) marks each. Learners
are required to answer any two (2) questions only.

(2×9½=19)
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(9½)

1. Describe the preventive and mitigation measures for natural

disasters.

2. Discuss the various aspects related to Gorakhpur flood 2000.

3. Describe the type of hazard associated with earthquake.

4. Discuss disaster management in India at centre, state and

district levels.
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SECTION–B/

(Short Answer Type Questions)/

Note : Section 'B' contains eight (08) short answer type

questions of four (04) marks each. Learners are

required to answer any four (04) questions only.

(4×4=16)

1. Write a short note on the landslides in Shivalik hills.

2. Describe the snow avalanches occurred in Jammu and

Kashmir on Febuary 2005.

3. Describe the mandakini flood of Uttarakhand.
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4. Write a short note on droaught management in

Rajasthan.

5. Discuss the causes and impact of Orissa Cyclon of October.

1999.

6. Describe the impacts of global warming.

7. Describe the preventive measures to minimise the effects of

sea waves.

8. Discuss the role of media in disaster management.
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SECTION–C/

(Objective Type Questions)/

Note : Section 'C' contains ten (10) objective type questions

of half (½) mark each. All the questions of this section

are compulsory. (10×½=05)

(½)

1. Bihar floods happened in 2004

2. Bhagirathi river flood happened in 1978.

3. Dibrugarh earthquake happened in 1947.
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4. Drought disaster is related to ministry of Home Affairs.

5. Uttarakhand is very sensitive for valcamic erruption.

Write the full form of the following.

6. I.C.A.O.

7. N.I.R.M.

8. N.G.R.I.
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9. B.A.R.C.

10. N.C.M.C.
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